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While removable ramps may 
be a new feature for some 
manufacturers, Doonan has been 
equipping trailers with these 
ramps for years. All drop deck 
models can be equipped and we 
offer a wide variety of options. 

• Under side rail storage on the 
bottom deck for ramps and 
stands

• Accessible storage under the 
gooseneck for easy, slide out, 
top deck ramps

• Conveniently located storage 
compartment doors in the 
drop plate for top deck ramps

• A variety of ramp lengths and 
widths

• Heavy Duty Ramps or Doonan 
fabricated products

• Steel or aluminum ramps with 
stands

• Top and rear deck ramp 
receivers of varying widths

Options offering the ability to 
convert ramps into load stands. To 
discuss your customer’s particular 
needs contact your Sales 
Representative today.
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DOONAN’S ALL ALUMINUM DOVETAIL TRAILERS 
MAXIMIZE YOUR CUSTOMERS’ PAYLOAD & FUNCTION
Longer Dovetail Ramps Allow Equipment to Drive Off the Back
Doonan Specialized Trailer has been getting some attention recently for our all-aluminum dovetail trailers, part 
of the Chaparral II series. This lighter weight trailer shown allows for heavier loads and increased functionality. 
Compared to steel trailers of its kind, this allows 2,200 pounds in additional payload.

Jeff White with Walker Trailer Sales says that after 3 years in the trailer business and 20+ years in the equipment 
rental business before that, the Doonan dovetail trailers are changing their client’s day-to-day operations and 
saving them money. 

“This trailer is lower, lighter, and stronger and works great for my customers who deliver equipment. Before, they 
were having to rent a crane, hire a wrecker, or pull up to a dock to offload forklifts or scissor lifts because they 
would get high centered on a traditional dovetail trailer. This Doonan trailer has ramps that are longer than the 
standard, which allows for a much shallower angle off the back. This keeps the smaller equipment from getting 
high centered when driving it off the trailer. One of my clients had ordered a few last year, and loved them so much 
that they recently came back for more. ” - Jeff White, Walker Trailer Sales

Perfect for customers making long hauls 
and local deliveries, these trailers have light 
weight spring-assisted dovetail ramps that 
are easy to lift, lay down, and put back. With 
the ramps folded up, the entire bottom deck 
can still be utilized, creating virtually no 
unusable space on the trailer.

TOP & REAR DECK 
RAMPS AVAILABLE 
ON OUR DROP 
DECK TRAILERS
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